The Family Jungle House

This Open-Air style house is situated on a hilltop surrounded by over an acre of tropical gardens and peaceful forest. There are spectacular views of the Talamanca Coastal Range and 6000 foot Mount San Geranimo as well as the evening sunset views over the coast. There are covered terraces surrounding most of the upper level and the bedrooms at pool level. The house can be opened up completely to these terraces allowing for a tropical out of doors living experience. Fifteen foot ceiling and the openness allow the mountain breezes to cool the house naturally day and night. There overhead fans in all the living areas, bedroom areas and even some of the outdoor areas. The hillside pool is situated beneath towering jungle trees where White-faced or Titi Monkeys are often swinging through the branches. There is fantastic bird, butterfly, and iguana watching right from the decks. There is 24 hour security in this gated, secure community. Besides maintenance and housekeeping we can offer additional maid service, washing, cooking, and baby-sitting. The house is very private and quiet, unlike so many rental houses and hotels crammed along the busy main road and with giant walls as you next door neighbor. You can walk to the main road in three minutes where there are buses and restaurants. By car you are only five minutes from the National Park and some of the worlds most beautiful beaches or equal distant from the entertaining town of Quepos. There are generous parking and storage areas. The home is located in El Salto gated community, just 5 minutes from Quepos, and 8 minutes from Manuel Antonio national park and beach. Great Vacation rental history.

Year Built: 2008
Bedrooms: 6
Bathroom: 4.5
Floor Area: 464.52 Sq m
Lot Area: 5058.57 Sq m
Property ID: 6982
Price: 449,900 USD